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wilcox pc-dmis provides a tightly integrated suite of software products that enable measurement data collection and analysis to be done quickly and easily. the comprehensive suite of measurement software includes the pc-dmis level 2 enterprise metrology solution, pc-dmis vol. 5 software, and the
pc-dmis template editor. wilcox pc-dmis level 2 enterprise metrology solution is the world’s leading solution for producing high precision dimensional measurement data on a variety of manufacturing equipment, materials and work-pieces. it provides real-time measurement data of products as they

move through the manufacturing process, from the cnc machine that cut them, to the test equipment that checks them, and all the way to the inspection and evaluation equipment that test their quality. wilcox pc-dmis, the worlds leading metrology software, provides a tightly integrated suite of
software products for collecting measurement data, analyzing it and making decisions based on it. the comprehensive suite of measurement software includes the pc-dmis enterprise metrology solution, pc-dmis level 2 software and the pc-dmis template editor. wilcox pc-dmis enterprise metrology
solution provides real-time measurement data of products as they move through the manufacturing process, from the cnc machine that cut them, to the test equipment that checks them, and all the way to the inspection and evaluation equipment that test their quality. wilcox pc-dmis provides a

complete, single source of the manufacturing data needed to make business-critical decisions at all levels of the value chain.
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PC-DMIS 2013 also includes a new View Report section of the Dimensioning
Tool window. This enables the user to create a report as he/she takes

measurements. As each datum is assigned, dimensional information such as
top/bottom/left/right and datum settings can be saved to the Report Window
for later use. The user can select from a standard report type or a number of
different elements to include in the report. The Incident and Quality Control
functions are the enhanced Multi-Operator Environment (MOE) suite of tools.

Incidents, Quality Control information, change requests, multi-operator
workstations and reporting are all part of the same system that supports all
the variations of the Wilcox PC-DMIS Dimensional Software. The expanded
Menu Bar will provide the user with greater functionality. After setting the

stage, Wilcox and Wilcox Associates continue their commitment to the
metrology software market by supporting the software through

implementation and training. For example, Wilcox and Wilcox Associates
have implemented the software's Level 2 interface for over 7,000 current PC-

DMIS users. The support program for the software is comprehensive.
Customers can use the help desk to contact Wilcox Associates at any time, to

access a toll free number, or go directly to the Wilcox website. All inquiries
regarding training, planning and problems are answered during normal
business hours. Members of the Wilcox Associates team are available to
assist the program and the customers. PC-DMIS Level 2 offers seamless
interaction with other industry standard software packages. Users can

leverage the two-way measurement communication with other
manufacturers' software and use the information generated by other

software package in the analysis of data generated by PC-DMIS Level 2.
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